ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
High-throughput genomic technology has led to an increasing interest in data-mining approaches such as machine learning algorithms (MLAs) (Biau et al., 2008; Breiman, 2001; Devroye et al., 1996; Hothorn et al., 2006; Kooperberg and Ruczinski, 2005; Liaw and Weiner, 2002) to efficiently locate predictors related to outcome in high-dimensional data (Bureau et al., 2003; Dettling, 2004 ; Díaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrés, 2006; Eller et al., 2007; Enot et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2007; Kooperberg and Ruczinski, 2005; Li et al., 2004; Lunetta et al., 2004; Pang et al., 2006; Schwender et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006) . Random forest (RF) (Biau et al., 2008; Breiman, 2001; Devroye et al., 1996) has been commonly used in statistical genetics (Bureau et al., 2003 (Bureau et al., , 2005 Lunetta et al., 2004; Pang et al., 2006; Schwender et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006) , gene expression profiling, metabolomic and proteomic research (Dettling, 2004; Díaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrés, 2006; Eller et al., 2007; Enot et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2007; Li et al., 2004) . RF is an example of an ensemble-based MLA, which combines information across classification trees and provides a natural framework for assessing association and interaction/epistasis simultaneously using variable importance measures (VIMs) (Nicodemus et al., 2007) . Two recent studies examined properties of MLA VIMs for genomic data: the first showed biased variable selection in RF when using bootstrap sampling and when scales of predictor variables differ (Strobl et al., 2007) . The second showed that permutation VIMs are unstable when effect sizes are modest (Nicodemus et al., 2007) . Genomic data often exhibit complex underlying correlation structures between predictors, for example, among genes or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in linkage disequilibrium (LD) in association studies, or co-regulation in gene expression studies. However, the impact of such correlation on VIMs has been unclear, and hence was the central object of this study.
To illustrate the behavior of VIMs from three popular MLAs under controlled levels of within-predictor correlation, we used a genetic case-control association study design. We simulated SNP data from five genes (for a total of 199 SNPs) based on LD patterns observed in HapMap CEU founder data ( Fig. 1) , and varied the odds ratio (OR) from 1.0 (H 0 ) to 5.0. The disease-associated or 'causal' SNP was located in a block of strong LD (r 2 range between causal SNP and LD block SNPs: 0.82-1.0; 26 SNPs), and we assessed the difference in associated LD block SNPs/unassociated SNPs VIM distributions in 500 replicates using Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon rank-sum tests.
We also assessed predictive ability of RF/conditional inference forest (CIF) using the top 25 ranked VIMs on the 'out-of-bag' data. Algorithms and VIMs are discussed in more detail in Section 2 and Supplementary Material.
We observed a reduction in the ability of RF to detect association of the causal SNP or SNPs in its LD block with outcome when compared with the other MLAs at effect sizes likely to be found in studies of complex diseases. To further evaluate this reduction, we (i) assessed the impact of within-predictor correlation strength on the VIMs, (ii) assessed VIM sensitivity to the size of the terminal nodes in the trees, (iii) examined the influence of within-predictor correlation on categorical and continuous predictors and (iv) determined the impact of within-predictor correlation concurrently with the potential for bias due to predictors having different scales of measurement (binary versus continuous) (Strobl et al., 2007) . It is shown that RF VIMs based on the Gini index are biased under even weak within-predictor correlation and that the distributions of RF permutation VIMs are sensitive to correlation structure as well, although appear to be unbiased. CIF and Monte Carlo logic regression (MCLR) VIMs are observed to be both unbiased and less influenced by within-predictor correlation, and thus may be preferred in -omic applications where correlated predictors are assumed to be present.
METHODS

Study design and data simulation
All data analyses and simulations, with the exception of haplotype imputation, were performed using R v.2.6.0 (R Development Core Team, 2007) . Genetic data simulation was performed using the R package SH 2 IPS (Simulation of Haplotype Heterogeneity, Interaction and Population Stratification, available from the corresponding author on request), which retains observed LD patterns from input data. Mimicking a pathway-based analysis of susceptibility genes for psychosis, five genes interacting with DISC1 (Disrupted In Schizophrenia 1) were selected [CITRON (104 SNPs), LIS1 (39), FEZ1 (27), NDE1 (17) and NDEL1 (12)]; genotypes from HapMap (www.hapmap.org) Phase I data with a minor allele frequency >0.05 were obtained from Western European population (CEU) founders. Genotype data were assigned haplotype phase for each gene using PHASE v.2.1 (Stephens and Donnelly, 2003; Stephens et al., 2001) and genebased haplotype frequencies were used as weights in sampling 1 000 000 haplotypes to create populations of 500 000 individuals. Assuming Hardy Weinberg equilibrium, individuals were assigned case status based on the population prevalence of disease (K set to 10%), the desired OR (e.g. 1.75), the genetic model (recessive) and frequency of the risk genotype (q 2 ) [e.g. generating model: K ∝ 1.0×(p 2 ) + 1.0× (2pq) + 1.75×(q 2 )]. CITRON was the causal variant-containing gene. After case assignment, 1000 cases were randomly sampled from the case pool and 1000 individuals were randomly selected from the entire base population as controls. All genes were on different chromosomes with the exception of LIS1 and NDEL1 (LIS1 location = 17p13.3, NDEL1 location = 17p13.1). Pair-wise r 2 between SNPs in LIS1 and NDEL1 ranged from 0.0 to 0.05, indicating no substantial LD between them. Because MCLR utilizes binary predictors, each genotype was recoded as two binary variables: one minor allele recessive/dominant (predictor N = 2 × 199 = 398). In all conditions, outcomes were binary with 1000 'cases' and 1000 'controls'; only the genetic simulations considered simulations under the alternative hypothesis (H A ). For the purposes of this study, SNPs within the strong LD block (Fig. 1) were considered 'correlated' with disease status, even though some weaker correlation exists with these SNPs and other SNPs in the same gene. The default minimum terminal node size (RF = 1, CIF = 20) was used for case-control simulations. The number of variables selected per iteration for RF/CIF was estimated using the tuneRF function in randomForest (Liaw and Weiner, 2002) and were approximately equal to (N predictors) 1/2 ; 5000 trees were generated per forest. Sub-sampling of 63.2% (approximately that proportion taken under a bootstrap sample with replacement) of the data was performed for RF/CIF (Strobl et al., 2007) . Burn-in was set to 10 000 and the number of iterations was set to 1 000 000 for MCLR, with maximum model size of three trees and eight leaves.
In the synthetic (non-genetic) data simulations, correlated multivariate binary variables were simulated using the R package bindata (Leisch et al., 2008) and independent binary variables were randomly generated from bin(0.5). Correlated multivariate standard normal data were generated using the R package mvtnorm and independent continuous variables were randomly generated from a standard normal N(0,1) distribution. For these synthetic (non-genetic) data simulations, we generated 500 replicates of 100 binary (0.5) variables under the null hypothesis, varying: number of correlated variables (40, 10) with remaining variables independent of one another and the correlated set, mean correlation between correlated variables (0.9, 0.5 and 0.1) and minimum terminal node size (1, 10 and 100), thus creating 18 conditions using binary predictors. In addition, we repeated this simulation replacing binary with standard normal N(0,1) variables. To assess the impact of within-predictor correlation simultaneously with the problem of predictors having different scales of measurement, we simulated 500 datasets with 20 binary/correlated (0.9), 30 independent binary, 20 N(0,1)/correlated (0.9) and 30 independent N(0,1). As in the case-control conditions, the number of variables selected per iteration for RF/CIF was estimated using the tuneRF function in randomForest and were approximately (N predictors) 1/2 except in prediction error estimation, where tuneRF suggested three variables/iteration was sufficient; 5000 trees were generated per forest. Sub-sampling of 63.2% of the data was performed for RF/CIF (Strobl et al., 2007) . Burn-in was set to 10 000 and number of iterations was set to 1 000 000 for MCLR, with maximum model size of three trees and eight leaves.
MLAs
Some important MLAs are ensemble methods that deploy multiple copies of a base learner, such as a binary classification tree [RF (Breiman, 2001) and CIF (Hothorn et al., 2006) ]. Logic trees [used in MCLR (Kooperberg and Ruczinski, 2005) ] are structured similarly to RF and CIF classification trees. MLAs used provide a measure of association with outcome via a ranked listing of the most important predictors; these are the VIMs. For more detailed description of the MLAs, see the referenced literature and Supplementary Material 1.
RF/CIF algorithms begin by randomly selecting a subset of predictors plus a subset (62.3%) of observations and recursively partition the data based on the most strongly associated predictor; RF can use the Gini index as the splitting rule whereas CIF uses the Pearson χ 2 test P-value corrected for multiplicity, which is unbiased when predictors have different numbers of categories (Hothorn et al., 2006) . This is repeated to create a 'forest' of trees. The remaining observations (the 'out-of-bag' sample) were used for calculation of permutation VIMs and prediction error. RF/CIF also allow for bootstrapping or sub-sampling to obtain training sets; here sub-sampling was used (Strobl et al., 2007) . RF Gini VIMs are based on the decrease in impurity measured by the Gini index on the training set, averaged across trees; RF/CIF permutation VIMs are based on the difference between the predictive accuracy of the tree using the 'out-of-bag' observations and that obtained after permuting predictor labels.
The MCLR algorithm, based on reversible jump MCMC (rjMCMC), is performed on all observations and predictors; starting at an arbitrary point (state S), it proposes a move to state S -a contiguous logic tree within the set of all possible moves (e.g. adding a split, changing the Boolean operator, deleting a split) and accepts the move from S to S with probability min{1, r} where r is the product of the prior ratio, the transition ratio and the likelihood ratio for models S and S . VIMs for MCLR were defined as the number of times each predictor was included in the model.
All MLA computations were performed using R packages randomForest, party and LogicReg. Additional information on each algorithm is available in the Supplementary Note online.
Data analysis
Differences between VIM distributions of correlated/uncorrelated predictors were tested using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test; VIM medians were calculated using the Hodges-Lehmann estimator (Hodges and Lehmann, 1963) and distribution-free confidence intervals were calculated using the method of Moses et al. (1993) . In the case-control study, since each SNP was coded into two variables, VIM distributions from the recessive-coded predictors (the generating model for associated conditions was recessive) in the associated LD block were compared with all predictors not contained in the LD block. Calculation of predictive error rates for RF and CIF was performed using out-of-bag observations on the top 25 most important variables per replicate by VIM. Predictive ability was not obtained for MCLR because the algorithm used all observations during the run of the rjMCMC (thus, no 'out-of-bag' sample is created) and because it is not possible to perform prediction using the Monte Carlo option of logic regression, although prediction for single logic regression models or when using a greedy search algorithm was possible, they were not used in the present study.
RESULTS
RF Gini-based VIMs for the 199 SNPs were highly variable under H 0 (Fig. 2) for uncorrelated SNPs. Permutation VIMs (under H 0 ) were expected (and observed) to be centered about zero. However, the empirical distributions were not uniform across predictors presumably because of LD. Moreover, correlated variables were observed to be selected into trees/models less frequently than uncorrelated ( Fig. 2; discussed below) . The values of Gini VIMs for variables within the LD block were significantly lower than for all other predictors in 100% of the 500 replicates (Table 1, Fig. 2) .
Corresponding VIM median differences, across the 500 replicates, between correlated predictors and uncorrelated predictors for RF permutation and CIF permutation were 10.2% and 4.2%, respectively, clearly showing that the use of the Gini index as the splitting rule in RF induced an increase in spurious differences between correlated and uncorrelated predictors even for the permutation-based VIM. MCLR also showed an excess difference between VIM distributions for correlated and uncorrelated predictors possibly related to the observed relatively less stable behavior of these VIMs. At OR = 1.75 (Table 1; Fig. 3 ), RF Gini VIMs were significantly smaller for the associated &#8216;causal&#8217; versus unassociated &#8216;non-causal&#8217; variables in all replicates. This pattern was reversed only at very large effect sizes such as OR &#8805;5.0. This pattern was reversed only at very large effect sizes such as OR ≥5.0. The RF permutation VIM was able to detect association with outcome for predictors within the associated LD block in 70.6% of the 500 replicates when the OR was set to 1.75 (Table 1 ; Supplementary Material 4-7). CIF and MCLR detected significant differences in predictor distributions between SNPs in the LD block that were correlated with the causal SNP and uncorrelated SNPs in 100% of replicates at effect sizes of ≥1.75.
To further characterize the relative bias of RF VIMs, especially the Gini-based VIM, we simulated 500 replicates of 100 binary variables (40 correlated, 60 independent) under H 0 and varied both the strength of correlation between the correlated variables and the smallest allowed terminal node size in the constructed trees. The largest difference between correlated and uncorrelated RF Gini VIMs occurred in the strongest correlation condition (0.9) using a terminal node size of 1 (Fig. 4 ; Supplementary Material 4-7): the median RF Gini-based VIM value for correlated predictors was 2.0, whereas for uncorrelated predictors it was 9.14 ( Fig. 4) . In this same correlation condition, a commonly used terminal node size of 10 resulted in a median Gini VIM value of 0.98 for correlated and 2.28 for uncorrelated predictors (data not shown). Using a minimal terminal node size of 100 reduced Gini VIM values to nearly expected values under H 0 : correlated median = 0.12, uncorrelated median = 0.20. This trend was observed across all conditions, and is a central result of this study: as correlation strength decreased, the inflation of correlated Gini VIMs increased while decreasing inflation of the uncorrelated set (Fig. 4) . Moreover, values of the VIMs for terminal node size of 1 or 10 were always larger (more biased) than using a terminal node size of 100, which consistently showed interquartile ranges <0.5. In addition, we simulated another 500 sets under H 0 with a smaller fraction of correlated variables (10 correlated, 90 independent). The pattern of results for these additional simulations was similar although quantitatively less striking than for the replicates with a larger fraction of correlated variables (Supplementary Material 4-7) . The same pattern of inflated Gini VIMs was observed using standard normal N(0,1) random variables acting as continuous predictors (Supplementary Material 3) .
Permutation VIMs were observed to be unbiased under correlation, although in the most extreme condition (40 predictors correlated at 0.9) VIM distributions for correlated predictors were less variable versus uncorrelated predictors ( Supplementary  Material 4-7) . The difference in distributions was therefore seen empirically, with highly correlated variables having lower selection frequencies than independent ones. CIF and MCLR showed uniform distributions of VIMs across correlated and uncorrelated predictors when correlation was weaker (Supplementary Material 4-7) .
Furthermore, RF Gini VIMs were inflated for independent predictors versus correlated ones, regardless of type (binary or continuous), but binary predictor VIM values were smaller than VIMs for continuous predictors due to biased variable selection (Strobl et al., 2007 ) that lead to potentially inappropriate preferential selection of continuous variables under H 0 (Fig. 5) .
Permutation VIMs from RF/CIF were observed to be unbiased although distributions of permutation-based RF VIMs were less uniform than CIF (Fig. 5) . MCLR was excluded since it does not accept continuous predictors, and while converting a continuous predictor to a binary outcome could be considered, such coarsening is well-known to introduce bias.
The inflation of RF Gini VIMs and differing distributions for RF permutation VIMs when terminal node size is small was observed in conjunction with biased variable selection frequencies under correlation. That is, when the terminal node size is small, RF overtrained to accommodate chance fluctuations in the data (as would any partitioning MLA scheme), but also selected correlated variables less frequently than uncorrelated. This can be shown by examining the correlation (Pearson r) between Gini VIM values and the frequency of variable selection. As expected, the correlation was very strong (>0.98 across all conditions) because the Gini index was used as the node-splitting criterion and because node-splitting and Gini-based VIMs were both based on the training data. However, the correlation between RF permutation VIMs and selection frequency varied by terminal node size, strength and number of correlated predictors. For example, the median correlation between permutation VIMs and selection frequencies in the 40 predictors correlated at the highest level of correlation (0.9) set with a terminal node size of 1 was 0.012 (range: from −0.37 to 0.40); increasing the terminal node size to 100 in this condition gave a median correlation of 0.69 (0.34-0.84). Interestingly, the commonly used minimal terminal node size of 10 only marginally increased correspondence between permutation VIMs and selection frequencies (median r: 0.13, range: from −0.29 to 0.54) in this condition. In contrast, in the 10 correlated predictors at the lowest level of correlation (0.10) condition, the median correlation between selection frequencies and permutation VIM values was 0.044 (range: from −0.23 to 0.35) with terminal node size of 1. A terminal node size of 10 greatly increased the correlation (median r: 0.77, range: from 0.50 to 0.89), and increasing the terminal node size to 100 increased the correlation further (median: 0.89, range: from 0.68 to 0.96). To summarize: since RF variable selection is based on the Gini index, the correlation between variable selection and the VIM based on the Gini index is always nearly perfect. However, because the selection based on the Gini index is biased when there is correlation between predictors, there is very low correlation between the permutation-based VIM and selection frequency when there is correlation, precisely because the Gini index is performing biased variable selection. However, when there is a low correlation between predictors and especially when the terminal node size is larger than 1, there will be a much stronger correlation between the variable selection frequency and the permutation-based VIM exactly because the Gini index is not performing biased variable selection in this case, as we show.
Correlation also impacted the predictive ability of RF under H A . Median error rates under H 0 were equivalent to unbiased cointossing (RF Gini = 50.2, RF permutation = 47.5 and CIF = 49.6), as expected. Using the top 25 ranked Gini VIMs as predictors did not show reductions in error rates for any condition with associated or 'causal' predictors (range: from 49.5 to 50.0) except OR = 5.0 (36.3). The RF permutation and CIF median error rates decreased as the OR increased, ranging from 47.0 in the OR = 1.25 condition to 42.0 in the OR = 2.25 condition; median error rate was 33.2 in the OR = 5.0 condition for both.
Thus, variables selected using permutation-based VIMs showed increased predictive ability versus those selected using RF Ginibased VIMs and may be a better choice for selection of predictors for follow-up, such as after a genome-wide association study. MCLR does not allow prediction from a model using the rjMCMC algorithm, as it uses all observations and does not produce an 'out-of-bag' error estimate, so was excluded.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of MLAs with permutation-based VIMs is demonstrably powerful method for high-throughput, large datasets. However, we showed that RF Gini VIMs were biased in the presence of correlation-these VIMs too often identified non-predictive features that were independent from each other, versus those features that were correlated with one another, even when the correlated feature set contained the 'causal' predictor. Moreover, the distributions of RF permutation VIMs were sensitive to correlation structure even when they appeared to be unbiased. CIF and MCLR VIMs were observed to be both unbiased and less influenced by correlation. Thus, these algorithms may be preferred to RF using the Gini index as the splitting rule under the restricted goal of identifying variable importances, apart from the goal of low error prediction.
Two recent studies have examined the effect of LD on RF. One study tested a revised RF that only considered SNPs that were in linkage equilibrium within each tree-building stage combined with a permutation-based VIM that accounted for the fact that this strategy would produce different selection probabilities in sub-sampling predictors versus random sub-sampling (Meng et al., 2009) . They found their method inflated their VIMs as the number of SNPs in LD with the causal variant increased; they suggested using their VIM combined with the original RF sub-sampling procedure for most stable performance. The second assessed a conditional VIM related to continuous outcomes (Strobl et al., 2008) .
The central concern is that a block of predictors having strong within-predictor correlation (such as high LD) may contain a single or small set of truly causal features, in which case we would prefer the MLA to identify this signal more frequently than a non-causal signal and to not be influenced by the within-predictor correlation structure. Therefore, in applications of tree-based MLAs to -omics data with correlated predictors, we recommend: (i) grow a large number of trees (e.g. 5000 or more), (ii) if RF/CIF is used, ensure that the terminal node size is large enough (Biau et al., 2008) to avoid over-training and for reducing the effect of predictor-predictor correlation for RF (Gini or permutation) VIMs; and (iii) under MCLR, use a reasonable burn-in (e.g. 10 000) and a large number of iterations (e.g. 1 000 000). In addition, because variable importance values obtained using permutation VIMs may be variable (Nicodemus et al., 2007) , we (iv) suggest running algorithms repeatedly to obtain a measure of central tendency and variability for VIMs instead of the common practice of simply reporting the VIM from a single run of any algorithm. This can be understood as a smoothing process that increases the stability of the VIM estimates without bias, and also better estimates the sampling variability of the VIM estimates. In conclusion, we show bias in RF Gini-based VIMs when predictors are correlated and that RF permutation VIMs are impacted by the underlying correlation structure, although they appear to be unbiased. However, CIF and MCLR VIMs are observed to be unbiased and not as strongly impacted by within-predictor correlation, and thus may be preferred when predictor variables show correlation.
